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Abstract: Following 25 years of efforts in the field, the author discusses the situation of the
construction sector by reflecting on the 3Ps of the era of sustainability: the promises of sustainability;
the pitfalls in the interpretation of sustainability for construction; the prospects for sustainable
buildings and the built environment in the future. The paper is organized into five sections.
The first section introduces the emergence of sustainable construction, its promises and challenges
for architects and engineers. The second section considers how sustainability has been interpreted
in practice in construction, i.e., primarily through the process of greening buildings and the built
environment. The third section describes the main pitfalls that such interpretation has determined,
including the role played by evaluation and assessment systems for sustainable buildings. The fourth
section examines prospective paths to overcoming such pitfalls, with particular concerns for new
professionalisms and the ensuing role for higher education. The fifth section concludes by supporting
the idea that the era of sustainability is still necessary, if sustainability itself becomes a sort of
‘container concept’ of all that is necessary for long-lasting natural and human life on Earth.

Keywords: sustainable development; sustainable building; built environment; era of sustainability;
greening process

1. Introduction: Promises of Sustainable Construction

The definition of sustainable development given in the Bruntland report in 1987 [1] can be
considered the starting point of a new era: the era of sustainability. Sustainable development was not a
new concept, but the cited definition marked the urgency of a new awareness because it highlighted
the responsibility of humans for their descendants. The natural environment emerged as a finite
resource posing certain limits to development. Therefore, a systems approach to sustainability is
considered necessary, interconnecting the goals of three systems, environment, society and economy,
to produce the general goal of sustainable development [2]. The potential of such definition is
great, because it implies an ethical concern [3]. The adjective ‘sustainable’ has a broad meaning that
includes many characteristics of development, even beyond the environment-society-economy recalled
by the Bruntland report [4]. Several scholars of different disciplines have studied and proposed a
conceptualization of sustainable development originating in a vast set of meanings and contents for
sustainability (see, for example, [5]). This shows on the one hand the vagueness of the concept [6] and
on the other hand its interest across disciplines [7]. Since 1987, sustainability has become the distinctive
feature of any discourse and sustainable development the only possible way to operate in any field.
It should be pointed out here that for some researchers, sustainability and sustainable development
are interchangeable words [8], while for the author, sustainability better explains the conceptual level
and sustainable development the operational level of development.
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Subsequently, after thirty years, we are immersed in sustainable development policies and
implementations, but whether it is succeeding or not is questionable [9]. Recent studies confirm
that the present state human development and its trend is not compatible with the carrying capacity
of Earth [10], and there is increasing evidence that human activities influence climate change [11].
Socio-economic analyses testify that different forms of inequality and lack of equity still exist [12].
Has sustainability been a misleading concept and sustainable development an insufficient effort?
Should one consider the era of sustainability concluded in favor of other forms of development?
It seems that the word sustainability, as well as the related concept, is no longer trendy, while for
example resilience [13] or smartness [14] are increasingly being used to represent the new targets
of development. The author believes that promises of sustainability are still there, but pitfalls in
sustainable development have determined unsatisfying results, and in some ways have generated the
need for imagining different forms, and content, of development. The author reaffirms the need to
continue the era of sustainability, recognizing its prospects in the field of sustainable buildings and the
built environment.

A milestone with regard to sustainability in the construction sector can be considered the definition
of the objective of sustainable construction as “the creation and responsible management of a healthy
built environment based on resource efficient and ecological principles” given by Prof. Charles J. Kibert
in 1994 during the Final Session of the First International Conference of CIB TG 16 on Sustainable
Construction, Tampa, Florida. The ecological approach to designing the built environment, in search
of harmony with nature and treating built artefacts as an organism of nature, was not new at that
time, being rooted in the fundamental works of scholars of the 1960s, 1970s and beyond [15] (p. 24).
However, it is at the 1994 Conference that the adjective ‘sustainable’ is, for the first time, associated
with construction. Kibert [16], in his paper at that Conference, recognizes sustainability criteria
versus traditional criteria characterizing buildings materials, products and systems. He establishes
six principles for sustainable construction: conserve, reuse, renew/recycle, protect nature, non-toxics,
quality. He conceptualizes a model that relates these principles to resources and time, where time
corresponds to phases of the construction process. The main goal is to support the construction
industry in its ‘new’ responsibility for sustainable development at “the start of a new era that has
sustainability as perhaps the major objective in creating the built environment” [16] (p. 3).

Sustainability has begun to be included in theory and practice related to the construction sector,
by virtue of the essential contribution given by the International Council for Research and Innovation
in Building and Construction (CIB) [17]. Sustainable construction emerges as the means by which it
is possible to create and responsibly manage a built environment able to ensure the healthiness of
inhabitants and, at the same time, of the natural environment, by saving its resources and controlling
its pollution. There are three factors to highlight: construction activities have a responsibility for
sustainable development (the means); the sustainable built environment is the objective of these
activities (the goal); the preservation of the natural environment is the basis of these activities
(the starting point). Environment (starting point), society (goal) and economy (the means) are
related in the construction sector; therefore, it has become a privileged field to test sustainability
in practice through sustainable development of the built environment. Sustainable construction
symbolizes the great, all-embracing, promise to contribute significantly to sustainable development,
locally and globally, improving the built environment while protecting the natural environment—the
way to establish a balance between human life and nature without one prevailing over the other and,
thus, their long-lasting coexistence. Sustainable buildings and sustainable development of the built
environment become a mantra of sustainability.

However, what is defined in theory is often hard to apply, particularly in the absence of
appropriate tools, as was the case of sustainability, whose governance processes were still to be
discovered [18]. While, in the construction sector, the vision of sustainability appeared clear, knowing
the ‘new’ premises and scope of the construction activities was not enough because there was a lack
of know-how. The push towards sustainable development generated the need to sustainably orient
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the construction sector, but the definition by Kibert came before the construction actors had become
ready to sustainably operate. It was useful to know why, what and where to operate sustainably,
but how to do it in practice was complex [19]. This situation characterized all sectors and fields of
implementation and was determined not so much by the vagueness as by the novelty of the concept of
sustainability and, consequently, the absence of a structured and consolidated knowledge of it and
its implementations.

Indeed, as in any other field, sustainability has strongly challenged actors of the sustainable
construction process; considering interconnecting environment, economy and society, and interlinking
generations of actions aimed at sustainable development of the built environment, is a complex
activity for which involved actors are required to renovate their knowledge, competence and skills [20].
Among them, architects and engineers can be considered the most important protagonist in the
process of making constructions sustainable because they: are producers, users, and the vehicle of
knowledge; have not only specific but also overall competences; and possess the technological skills.
Toward architects and engineers as designers and managers of the sustainable built environment,
sustainability poses the major challenges of reinterpreting their socio-cultural role and remodeling
their professionalism.

The author discusses, with these premises in the following sections, the situation of sustainability
in construction, specifically of sustainable buildings and the built environment, based on personal
experiences of research in the field and university teaching in architectural engineering for over
twenty years.

2. Sustainable Buildings and the Built Environment

Since 1994, much progress has been made all over the world, and several examples are available of
how sustainability of buildings and the built environment has been interpreted (see, for example, [21]).
The key to understanding what unites these experiences is the greening process. The need to
recover the environment from depletion of its non-renewable resources and combat increasing
pollution has prevailed on the global goal of creating a built environment able to balance natural
and human life. Reasons for this are several and interlaced, with energy policies among the most
important [22]. Some essential elements that have supported the greening process of buildings and the
built environment are described in the following.

First, the environment has been identified as the sick to be treated urgently; society and the
economy cannot be developed in the absence of sufficient and healthy natural resources. The 1972
Meadows report [23] already indicated ‘the limits to growth’, highlighting that natural resources on
Earth are exhaustible, as well as the absorption capacity of pollutants is limited. An environmental
awareness began to spread, though at the same time some criticisms were raised [24]. The Bruntland
report, as reported above, reaffirmed the limits to socio-economic development if not reinterpreted
sustainably. The environmental awareness increased because the ethical concern for future generations
was introduced [25]. Resource efficient and ecological principles invoked at the basis of sustainable
development processes in the construction sector have become the goal of sustainable building design,
reversing starting and final points of the implementations. The commitment has been the recovery of
the natural environment, that is the greening process, rather than the creation and management of a
sustainable built environment, thus demonstrating the care for the environment so impoverished over
time but also overlooking the opportunity to establish a synergy of development between human and
natural life.

The greening process of buildings and the built environment was easier to face than trying
to discover new forms of development after all. It was the way to give certain and simple
answers to uncertain and complex demands posed by sustainability. It allowed using available
knowledge and technology rather than producing new knowledge of, and technology for, sustainability
implementations. Therefore, the greening of buildings and the built environment was an expression
of the usual way of thinking and operating, which had characterized the previous decades;
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the representation of a worldview mainly based on reductionism [26] and the power of technology [27].
Through reductionism, it is possible to represent reality as a set of separate parts, and this allows dealing
with real problems in a simpler manner than considering their interconnectedness. Via recognizing
the great power of technology, it is possible to shift the solution to an operational level rather than
trying to give answers on a theoretical, and then ethical, base. Sustainability of buildings and the
built environment has been ‘reduced’ to the greening of them to face and solve the problem of the
impoverished and polluted environment by means of technology used at several levels—from design
to management, from construction to demolition, from production to operation—and by all the actors
involved in sustainable development: politicians, architects and engineers, investors, contractors,
researchers, producers, citizens. Greening has allowed us to elude the vagueness and complexity
inherent in the concept of sustainability, as well as the challenges of it, guaranteeing the actors of the
building process to persevere in using habitual knowledge, design approaches and working routines.

Though the new target of building activities, greening, is aimed at recovering the environment,
what really emerges is the human-centered vision of life on Earth [28]; humans have created such a
degraded situation and humans must remedy it through technology, which favorably corresponds
to taking responsibility but also unfavorably shows faith in technological improvements as the way
to escape rather than in revising human behaviors and the whole vision of development, eventually
supported by technology. Therefore, responsibilities are taken in relation to the present status of the
environment more than toward future generations [29]. This reveals an approach on the operational
level definable as ‘here and now’ rather than ‘anywhere and forever’, which is unable to grasp the real
chance offered by sustainability to think and practice a long-lasting development.

One more element deserves attention in this scenario, and it is the interpretation of the built
environment used in the greening process, as above described. The environmental goal, together with
the reductionist approach and the faith in technology, has determined a prevalent interpretation of it
as a sum of man-made artefacts [30] to be greened as much as possible to guarantee the sustainable
development of a place. The idea is that adding sustainable buildings to sustainable infrastructures
can make sustainable neighborhoods, towns and cities. Yet again, it is a vision that simplifies the action
making it possible to face it with the usual knowledge and tools rather than considering a systemic
vision more able to represent the complexity of the built environment and a sustainable development
of it based on multiple factors interconnected and evolving during time.

These key elements have guided the design and management of sustainable buildings primarily
toward their greening. Going through the history of sustainable buildings of the last 25 years,
some focal steps can be summarized (Figure 1).
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The energy crisis of the 1970s [31] oriented us to reduce energy consumption, at that time mainly
based on oil. This meant work toward energy conservation at the building level [32], principally
through heating and HVAC systems in general. Regarding existing buildings, a large applied solution
was to add an insulation layer to walls, ground floors and roofs; for new construction, a revival of
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principles of bioclimatic architecture grew up reclaiming attention to the local construction traditions
as well as the exploitation of natural phenomena, like thermal inertia, greenhouse effect, natural
convection, and chimney effect, in building components. The introduction of sustainability in the
construction sector, signifying an environmental crisis that could jeopardize the health and comfort
of humans, emphasized these trends, focusing attention on the building envelope on the one side
to insulate it at a maximum level and, on the other side, to design its passive behavior so to use
renewable resources, particularly the sun and the wind. Solar energy capture, thermal masses,
and light transparency, were introduced in the building envelope components to reduce the heating
demand; natural ventilation was introduced into the indoor environment to reduce cooling demand.
Concurrently, increased attention was devoted to solar active systems like solar and PV panels to
supply the residual demand for the use in buildings. Therefore, reducing the use of non-renewables
was the essential target in the design of both new and existing buildings.

Learning from this first step of commitment, new elements deserved attention in the design
of buildings which can be synthetized as moisture control and efficiency of energy installations.
The introduction of an insulation layer into the envelope of existing buildings as well as the highly
insulated and air-tight building envelope of new constructions can generate the presence of moisture
inside the envelope or in the indoor environment, creating degradation of building materials and
components and decreasing the occupants’ comfort [33]. Sometimes the renovation works on existing
buildings have been shown to reduce the performance of the building rather than enhancing it.
Moreover, reducing the use of non-renewables by means of a well-insulated building envelope or
passive/bioclimatic solutions is not substantial if energy installations are not efficient; and vice versa,
efficient energy installations, even those using solar and PV panels, are not sufficient if the building
envelope is not designed to decrease the energy demand. Therefore, two main targets characterized
new and existing building design: one is the energy efficiency of the integrated system composed by
the building envelope and the HVAC installation and the other is the health and comfort of occupants.

Recognizing that energy efficiency depends on the integrated functioning of the building envelope
with the HVAC installation, and relating it to the well-being of people, stimulated the search
for solutions able to manage these aspects optimizing the building performances; the principal
interpretation of this has been automation. It was not a new concept in building but progresses
in information and communication technologies allowed for the reconsidering of the potential of
building automation in contributing to sustainability [34] through the control of energy consumption,
indoor air quality, and physical-physiological parameters of occupants. The use of automation has
been a real aid in combating waste of energy and, at the same time, a way to adapt the performance of
the building to the external environment and the user, making its behavior responsive and dynamic.
Therefore, minimizing energy consumption and maximizing internal comfort in any condition of use
of the building pushed forward the targets of sustainable building design.

The approach to sustainable building design was mainly based on controlling the use of
non-renewables and the effects on the environment. This determined a consequent step, which was
to give attention to the time related to building, because energy sources are drawn upon,
and environmental pollution is generated, throughout the whole building process. Studies based on
the life-cycle approach were initiated to be applied to buildings. However, buildings are ‘objects’ very
different from other objects of use and are very much differentiated one from the other, thus making it
complex to apply such an approach [35]. Creating databases on building materials and components
useful to apply the life-cycle approach has been addressed by many scholars, as well as the need
for considering different production processes in different countries. Nevertheless, the life-cycle
approach has been affirmed in the building field because its goal to calculate environmental impacts
and elements dangerous for the healthiness of inhabitants and construction workers well represents
the objective of sustainable construction as “the creation and responsible management of a healthy
built environment based on resource efficient and ecological principles”. Although the assessment
based on the life-cycle has limitations [36], life-cycle thinking has helped to bring into the project the
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necessary attention to the entire building process. Therefore, the prominent target for new and existing
building design was to extend the energy saving and efficiency to other phases of the building process
before and after the construction or refurbishment of a building, thus also determining the healthiness
of the built environment.

The need to save energy and reduce waste in the building field, highlighted by the life-cycle
approach, has led to promote into building design the use of low-impact materials [37], such as
natural, local, recycled/recyclable materials. Natural materials need less energy in their production;
local materials need less energy for their transportation; recycled/recyclable materials reduce the
quantity of materials to landfill. Such attention to building materials has generated two kinds of
improvements: a renewed interest in old construction materials, for example wood and its derivatives,
and the creation of new products for buildings, for example roofing membrane by recycled PVC
materials. The building industry that was already solicited for insulation materials with good
environmental performance and low environmental impact [38], was then further pushed by this
request for low embodied energy materials and recycled/recyclable materials to be used throughout
buildings, not only for insulation. Consequently, the environmental certification of building materials
has increasingly become a proof of the energy requirements of production or the percentage of
recycled content.

Presently, this orientation is not only about materials, but also about components and products
used in the building, which, if properly chosen from the initial design phase, can significantly contribute
to the reduction of construction waste [39]. However, what is notable is the reason for this commitment
to further lessen the environmental load by means of energy saving and waste reduction, which has
more recently integrated the target of designing sustainable buildings, both new and existing.

3. The Greening Process and Its Pitfalls

The greening process of buildings and the built environment has been supported by a favorable
context of action created by the legislation, often accompanied by incentives, and the propagation
of evaluation and assessment systems for sustainable buildings. These two evolving scenarios have
grown in parallel thus strengthening each other.

The European level, for example, signaled the starting interest of the EU for building regulation in
the 1990s. This happened because the question of climate change arose, and buildings were recognized
as significant contributors to the energy demand. The goal of the EU was the reduction of the use
of fossil fuels. Still in line with European initiatives versus climate change [40] regarding reducing
carbon emissions and impacts of climate change, in 2002 the EU adopted the first Energy Performance
Building Directive (EPBD) [41], indicating to European countries that requirements of energy efficiency
had to be included in building regulations at national levels. Due to meagre results in the first years
of its application, the EPBD was reworked and a new Directive was adopted in 2010 [42]. Since then,
the EPBD together with the Energy Efficiency Directive adopted in 2012 [43] have created the main
legislative scenario for energy use in buildings, aiming at reducing their energy consumption by
improving their energy efficiency toward nearly-zero energy buildings by 2020. Energy performance
certifications, inspection rules for HVAC installations, energy efficiency requirements also in case of
renovation/retrofit works, and financial measures at national levels to improve energy efficiency of
buildings, are the leading aspects of those directives that are applied in national legislation.

Soon after the definition of sustainable development, the Building Research Establishment
(BRE, UK) launched its environmental assessment method, BREEAM, in 1990 to evaluate environmental
performances of buildings [44]; hence, it was the initial sustainability assessment method for
buildings. The pilot version of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
rating system for new construction was launched by the Green Building Council of the United
States (USGBC) in the late 1990s; then, in 2000, it evolved into the LEED Green Building Rating
System [45]. Similarly, in the late 1990s, an international collaboration was established, the Green
Building Challenge (GBC), to develop an assessment framework and the related Green Building
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Tool (GBTool) to evaluate building environmental performances. Following a period of validation,
assessed buildings in different countries were presented at the Sustainable Building 2000 conference,
in Maastricht, The Netherlands [46]. This was the first of a series of conferences known as SB [47]
that, thereafter, have been seen as an international benchmark in the ‘world’ of sustainable buildings.
Subsequently, the GBC Method and Tool evolved into the Sustainable Building Method and Tool
(SBTool), currently available [48]. It is useful to highlight that while BREEAM and LEED were
developed respectively in England and the USA, although their version for other countries was
later developed, the GBC effort was based on international cooperation to develop a system usable
by any country by adapting the international SBTool to local situations. Moreover, it is necessary
to remark that several other evaluation and assessment systems of sustainable buildings were
developed [49]; however, they are indicated mainly for the countries or states that developed them.
Therefore, BREEAM, LEED, and SBTool, are considered here because they are the most widespread
systems in the world. All of them base the assessment on evaluation categories and indicators, and the
content of sustainability of a building is expressed by a score that derives from weights assigned to
categories and indicators in the system; the sustainable performance of the building is then rated by a
certification issued by the system. They are all voluntary systems, increasingly used to be competitive
on the market, as is especially the case of BREEAM and LEED which are paid systems; SBTool is free,
so some local governments have chosen this system and, in their legislations, they require SBTool
certification of a certain level to grant incentives.

Even in the extreme synthesis used here, the scenarios sketched above allow for identifying
some key elements characterizing the implementation of sustainable buildings since the 1990s: energy
efficiency, building performances, rating systems. The energy efficiency goal confirms greening as
the most important aspect in building design; environmental performances of buildings prove their
green behavior; evaluation and assessment rating systems become a means to measure building
performances. Conversely, it must be recognized that this situation has much improved the design and
construction of environmentally friendly buildings. Many ‘sustainable’ buildings are good examples
of a green behavior as well as they are highly rated by environmental assessment systems. Then again,
it must be admitted that this way of operating implies risks which have not been discerned and
avoided; first a misunderstanding of sustainability and then a delay in building new knowledge
and professionalism aimed at sustainable development. Despite such great commitment to greening
buildings, the expected contribution that the buildings had to give globally for reducing environmental
loads did not occur, thus much is still necessary to do, as shown in Europe by strategies of future
development including targets updated to 2030 and 2050 [50,51], for example.

Focusing on single buildings, their performances, and their environmental score showed to be the
main pitfalls.

Impelled by the environmental requests of sustainability, all the actors of the building process
focused on what it was possible to apply to the design and management of buildings based on
their current knowledge and expertise and available techniques. Along this line, the performance
approach was very productive because it gave them the precise objectives to pursue in their work,
confirming the usual way of operating already in practice during the 1980s, and also supported by
the legislation in force [52]. Therefore, designing for and measuring building performances became
the main commitment of architects and engineers, who could also draw on assessment systems
to corroborate their design choices. Although those systems were applied on a voluntary basis,
they became how it was possible to grant a project not only a high score, thus representing a good or best
practice, but also by incentives of various forms [53], like tax reduction and volumetric bonus included
in the legislation on energy efficiency. Thus, a virtuous but also vicious circle has been established in
which criteria and indicators of assessment have determined design choices that have oriented laws
and incentives which, in turn, have indicated the necessary updating of the criteria and indicators of
evaluation. Similarly, it happened to determine the performances of the building, in type and size,
which have been fixed by the legislation, then implemented into the design and used in the indicators
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of assessment systems which, in turn, due to the weights assigned to them, have suggested updates to
threshold values of building performances included in the legislation. This operating circle is virtuous
because it has sensitized all the actors involved in the process, like the architects, engineers, legislators,
producers of building materials and components, builders, clients; however, it is also vicious, because it
has caused an increasing in-depth analysis of technical solutions to improve each type of building
performance at the best score disregarding the overall vision necessary to design a building specifically
for its sustainable behavior. Hence, at the scale of the building, sustainability has been considered
merely a summation of separate green performances, preferably highly rated by assessment systems.
This perspective has already been referred to as buildingcentric [54]; it clearly reflects the interpretation
of the built environment as a sum of man-made artefacts to be greened as much as possible to guarantee
the sustainable development of a place, as commented above. However, this vision is reductionist and
does not grasp the potential of sustainability expressible beyond the scale of the building, through the
multiple and dynamic interactions between all components of the built environment, natural, human,
and man-made.

A building is not isolated from its context; even considering only its energy behavior, it is
strictly related to its natural, man-made and human surroundings. The presence of green areas and
the dynamics of local climate, the building density of the area and the traffic, the way in which
occupants and inhabitants use it, largely influence its behavior, for example, and then its performances.
This poses the issue of measuring performances not only at the design stage but also during the
occupation phase [55]. However, it is not only a matter of understanding how performances of
buildings change during the operation phase, it is a question of how the real building behavior affects
and is affected by the other components constituting the built environment and how it can cooperate
to its sustainable development.

Persisting in habitual ways of work, lacking a systemic vision and continuing a greening process
focused on buildings and driven by performances, the actions of sustainable development of the built
environment have been shown to produce short-term results and to be incapable of establishing a
synergy of development between human and natural life; this is much less than it could have been if
the challenge posed by sustainability had been grasped. Having seen the insufficient results shown by
all the efforts made everywhere for sustainable development, for years now scholars have begun to
wonder if those efforts are able effectively to oppose the course of the growth on Earth, which remains
still unsustainable [29]. The main approaches to pursue sustainable development, such as the greening
of buildings in the construction sector, are used to persevere in the current situation but resorting
to different means, such as improvements in technology and efficiency [56]. Although important,
the greening process is not enough as long as it produces a collection of discrete initiatives while,
on the contrary, sustainability asks for shifting fundamental values, paradigms and worldviews to
maintain the efforts in the long-term [57]. Specifically, habitual practices of building design have
not been modified by the greening process, thus resulting as inadequate to overcome the short-term
results [58].

4. Prospective Paths

We must, therefore, support the construction and use of worldviews and related building design
practices that enable sustainable development to go beyond the limits illustrated. New professionalisms
are required for this, and higher education plays an essential role. To discuss this issue, the author
reports personal experiences as a university teacher and researcher in sustainable buildings since 1995,
in the following section.

This experience confirms the overall scenario of action as described above; hence, some improvements
can be distinguished in updating theory and practice of sustainability over the years (Figure 2). During the
first phase, the focus was on the assembly of new knowledge about sustainability, by means of design
choices, although it was not finalized to revise the building design process. The second phase structured
the evolving knowledge about sustainability, both theoretical and technical, to influence the design
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process aiming at sustainable buildings as an entirety more than adding sustainable choices to a
conventional design. Subsequently, in the third phase, the focus moved on to using a systemic
approach in building design to improve the content of sustainability in buildings. During the fourth
phase, principles of complexity and holism were introduced in theory to consider the building not as
an isolated object in its context but rather as a constituent part of the built environment in relationships
with all the other constituents [59].Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 16 
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What emerges from this experience is a growing awareness of the limited results produced
by sustainable buildings that required a continuous raising of levels of theorizing, from applied
knowledge, to design process, to the use of a systemic approach, to the introduction of complexity
and holism principles on which to base building design to improve the sustainable development
of the built environment. Recently, a major effort is devoted to the way in which these principles
can be applied in practice to design sustainable buildings no longer as complicated systems based
on performance, as they have been established so far, but as complex systems that participate in
regenerating the built environment through their relationships with all the other complex systems in it,
and giving it a capacity of adaptability and flexibility; thus, moving from theory to new practices of
sustainability in construction beyond the greening process. For this purpose, in the author’s opinion a
forward perspective is offered, for example, by regenerative thinking [20]. Regeneration is the goal
of a design process that assumes a worldview through which the natural and built environments are
understood and dealt with as an integrated system in evolution and, therefore, considers their complex
interrelationships [60]. A sustainable development based on the regenerative approach supports
a partnership between humans and nature working together co-creatively [61]; it is a sustainable
development able to generate and regenerate a built environment where human and natural system
sustainably coevolve [62]. Some rationales can then be distinguished in the regenerative thinking;
they support the idea that regenerative thinking can be a prospective path to practice to become more
effective in the sustainable development of buildings and the built environment: (i) it is based on
the whole system worldview which allows overcoming limitations of the reductionist approach so
favoring the paradigm shift required by sustainability; (ii) it considers natural and human systems as a
whole entity whose evolution is ensured by a development that considers relationships between nature
and humans and aims to improve them with mutual benefits; (iii) it opposes the usual approach based
on human actions to recover from environmental degradation in favor of an approach able to make
the built environment self-maintaining in its functioning; (iv) it allows characterizing regenerative
development and design as a coevolving effort in practice; (v) it recalls the importance of ‘place’
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and that it is very significant to search for design solutions that are specific to a context and then
a nature-built environment developing in suitable partnership [20]. Assuming the regenerative
perspective, the sustainable development of the built environment becomes a process capable to
redefine itself over time, thus posing open questions on the theoretical and the operational level.

This challenges the knowledge, competence and skills of professionals, particularly architects and
engineers, as introduced above. The many efforts made so far to implement sustainable development
of the built environment, although they have proven to be not quite effective, have produced a vast
knowledge that has been used to improve technology, products, simulation tools, assessment systems
for buildings, and so forth. Much knowledge can also be acquired directly or indirectly from websites
of dedicated portals, producers, professionals, schools and universities, technical associations, national
and international institutions, and many more. Nevertheless, the vaster the knowledge, the higher
the risk to miss the holistic vision. It becomes more difficult to manage the knowledge useful for a
project; a risk even greater for young professionals not yet experts or for professionals not enough
educated and trained on sustainability. They risk making choices for or approaching the design of
sustainable buildings on the basis of what is most used or better promoted rather than cultivating a
personal conscious approach and making appropriate design choices uniquely for the project they are
developing. Thus, the concern is the falling back into the main pitfall of concentrating on individual
parts rather than considering the building as a whole. To avoid this risk, it is essential to mature
critical skills in learning and using knowledge through collaborative experiences among different
expertise [59].

Moreover, architects and engineers have the responsibilities to improve the design process to go
beyond the buildingcentric approach and the greening of buildings as the main activity for sustainable
development of the built environment. It is necessary for this that they mature not only in usual
competences in design and management of buildings, but also in ‘transboundary competences’ [63] that
can allow them to search for and innovate building design and management practices considering the
building as an ‘entry point’ [60] among others in the built environment rather than as an isolated object
in it. Thus, it seems more likely to improve the understanding of the natural, human and man-made
system as a complex system to be developed in a sustainable integrated manner. However, this requires
architects and engineers to consider effects of design choices not only at the scale of the building but
also at the scale of the context in which the building is situated to consider interactions between all
kinds of components in the built environment. The performance-based way of operating so largely
used in sustainable buildings needs to be reinterpreted to evaluate the sustainable or unsustainable
behavior of the whole built environment system. Architects and engineers must be prepared to
overcome the reductionist approach in favor of using principles of complexity and holism in their
professional work.

According to the holistic vision of the built environment, it is fundamental to include the
evolutionary perspective in designing and managing the sustainable development of the built
environment, thus ensuring strategies and solutions aimed at long-term results. Considering the
built environment as a dynamic evolving whole, it is possible to recognize and promote development
processes able to self-maintain themselves over time. This possibility is not predetermined, rather it
must be studied project by project in a specific place. Being suggested by regenerative thinking,
the local dynamics established in a place are determinant for its sustainable development [64]; learning
the history of the place is the basis for understanding local dynamics that represent the way in which
nature, humans and man-made systems have interacted in generating a built environment able to
express characteristics of adaptability and flexibility over time [30]. This learning activity is a new
challenge for architects and engineers who must grasp the potentialities of a place that can become real
capacities during the regenerative development process [65]. It is an activity that requires architects
and engineers to acquire not only technical competences and skills, as usual, but also new abilities
suitable for engaging a dialogue with inhabitants, since they are an important source of knowledge of
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the place and its history, as well as for discovering innovative paths of sustainable development of the
built environment.

It emerges from this discourse, the importance of the education of architects and engineers to
new professionalisms allowing them to create a more sustainable built environment. Although any
form of learning and any level of education takes part in forming the person and the citizen [66],
the higher education system plays a crucial role, in fact, it is in colleges and universities that
students acquire the analytical skills and practical competences that can enable them to operate
according to high expectations [67] and become not only competent but also responsible professionals.
Sustainability issues have challenged the formation of architects and engineers to create and manage a
sustainable built environment [68], thus universities have been committed to renewing their programs
and activities in many ways to achieve this goal. Today, it has become necessary to improve this
commitment so to escape from the pitfalls encountered so far. Some prospects to do it concern the
use of the holistic approach in teaching sustainability together with a reinterpretation of the built
environment as a complex interrelated whole, and the promotion of cooperation among professionals.

It is compelling to shift from the usual reductionist approach to the holistic one, for the
aforementioned reasons. This shift must be promoted by teaching architects and engineers no longer to
decompose a system, like the built environment, in separate parts to simplify its representation, analysis
and evaluation, but rather to study it with all the complex interactions that form it; thus, students
can improve their ability to gather the necessary knowledge and, consequently, the design process
aimed at sustainability [59]. The problem-solving activity that characterizes the professionalism of
architects and engineers assumes even more significance if they are taught and learn to respect the
complexity of the real world. Following this, the universities can lead the paradigm shift required
by sustainability, educating their students to use the holistic approach. However, a critical aspect of
this commitment is moving from theory to practice, which is essential in the education of architects
and engineers. A reinterpretation of the built environment accompanying the holistic approach can
support this move to avoid the scale-centered vision generally used today when designing sustainable
buildings. Efforts are needed, both on theoretical and practical levels, to create new models of the built
environment respecting the complex interactions between its components and managing them in an
integrated way (see, for example, [65]). These new models can help students to study, design, build
and manage the built environment as a whole system even when dealing with a single object that,
in this way, becomes just an ‘entry point’ in the whole. The way of operating based on performance
as well as the evaluation and assessment systems rating sustainable performances can have a role in
supporting the reinterpretation of the built environment provided that they become able to consider
cross-scalar integrated performances [69]. This new scenario for educating architects and engineers
requires a further commitment to train students to cooperate. The vast knowledge of sustainability
and the multiple sources of its acquisition, the need to recompose that knowledge project by project,
the necessity of a continual updating of technical competences, the skills related to deal with the
built environment as a complex whole, require basing design solutions and implementations on
the cooperation among several professionalisms. Designing as a team is quite usual nowadays,
but cooperation goes farther because asks professionals to share approaches and methods, as well
as languages of communication on the built environment, to benefit from the differing expertise
in the search for original solutions for sustainable development that are unlikely to be discovered
individually [59].

5. Conclusions: The Era of Sustainability Continues

Recognizing prospective lines of action to improve sustainable development processes of the built
environment shows the significance of continuing the era of sustainability. The concept of sustainability
has permeated all the human activities since the late 1980s stimulating theories and practices, favoring
the diffusion of a new environmental awareness, challenging habitual approaches and behaviors,
demanding a contribution from all the actors involved in sustainable development. The power intrinsic
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in the concept of sustainability rousing humankind by recalling it to its responsibilities is indispensable
for the future of all forms of living on Earth and must be maintained to achieve effective results in
practice. Thirty years of efforts in sustainable development represent a period too short to prove their
effectiveness because a paradigm shift is required [70]. Sustainability represents a historic leap that
has not yet been completed. Since sustainable development has been introduced in daily activities,
we have an important opportunity to rebuild an ethical commitment to future generations and the
Earth. However, we might have missed this opportunity by treating sustainable development rather
naively and using the habitual modus operandi and tools, rather than building new paradigms and
new visions of the world. This has generated a break of knowledge [30] and, consequently, the inability
to escape the pitfalls implied in the development processes implemented in recent years producing
scarce results.

To become aware of these results does not mean replacing sustainability with another target,
rather it means committing to improving what we do, an effort in which we are involved at every
level, theoretical, methodological and operational. Knowledge, competences and skills evolve and
enhance, enriching the content of sustainability in doing so. The new characteristics of development,
as the aforementioned resilience or smartness in the construction field, should not represent a
substitute character for sustainable development, rather, they are characteristics to be considered
complementary to sustainability [71], as has been in the case of regeneration which is seen as a higher
level of sustainability than practiced so far [60]. The peculiarity of the concept of sustainability is
to evolve, because nature and humans evolve and thus, so must the culture and technology from
which the man-made artefacts derive. Accepting the dynamic character of a sustainable development,
then one can think of sustainability as a ‘container concept’ that collects all the characteristics of
such development, characteristics that change over time to exploit new knowledge and expertise,
but always aiming at ensuring a long-lasting natural and human life on Earth. Therefore, we can
have a regenerative [72] or resilient [73] or smart [74] sustainability, but it is still sustainability.
Using sustainability as a ‘container concept’, its definition remains blurred to accommodate the changes
in the characteristics of sustainable development over time and to evolve operational objectives to be
achieved for each period.

We have considered sustainable development while separating sustainable from development
for thirty years, that is, the focus was on development as the socio-economic aspect of the (human)
growth trying to make it sustainable, that is attentive to depletion of the (natural) environment. It has
been a way to act in practice, well accepted because it has allowed perpetrating the usual idea of and
approach to growth. Additionally, it has been a missed opportunity at the theoretical-methodological
level, as testified by the fact that this commitment has not solved environmental issues and has not
even adequately promoted the socio-economic growth globally [75]. The author resumed the promises
of sustainability in the construction sector in general, summarized how sustainable development has
been mainly interpreted specifically for sustainable buildings and the built environment, highlighted
the main pitfalls that this interpretation has determined, where the actors of the building process have
been trapped, and outlines prospects to continue the path toward true sustainability (Figure 3).

Some elements of the discourse inevitably did not find space and others were not detailed in
this excursus; nevertheless, the treated aspects help to support the idea that the era of sustainability
continues, because even if there remain many open questions and things to do, there are promising
prospects for improving our commitment and achievements.
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